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Abstract
To promote good governance, citizens can inform governments directly and routinely about the
implementation of policies and the delivery of public services. Yet citizens lack incentives to
provide information when they do not expect governments to be responsive, and citizen
disengagement in turn often prevents governments from providing public goods effectively. In
two field experiments, we studied potential remedies to this dilemma related to solid waste
services in Uganda. We randomly assigned reporters to be recruited by community nomination
and to be recognized by community leaders in an attempt to select for and motivate information
sharing. We also randomly assigned reporters to hear from government about how their reports
are used to make real improvements to waste services. Community nominations and public
announcements did not increase reporting. However, responsiveness boosted participation over
several months for reporters who had been recruited earliest and had been reporting longest,
highlighting the critical role of timely responsiveness by governments for sustaining information
flows from citizens.
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Introduction
In well-governed countries, citizens routinely provide information directly to governments
in ways that enable specific adjustments to the implementation of public programs. And such
information proves critical to effective governance. For instance, Cleary (2007) shows that citizen
participation and pressure between electoral cycles explains more of the performance of local
governments than does the threat of electoral sanctioning. Yet we lack understanding of how
routine and direct citizen engagement can be initiated and sustained, especially where citizens
expect little of government.
For their part, governments often lack specific and actionable information about where
services should be extended, where public works are failing, and where government employees or
contractors are shirking. These information problems contribute to the substandard provision of
public goods. From direct experience, citizens hold information about absent or deficient services
and can direct governments toward precise corrections, but they will not share their information if
they expect officials to ignore it. We thus identify a key problem – the disengagement dilemma –
that stymies information flows between citizens and governments.
In light of this dilemma, we investigate how citizens can be motivated to provide routine
and direct information to governments. In some circumstances, governments can invest in selfmonitoring systems, but it is often more efficient to rely on information from citizens as a coproduction strategy (Ostrom 1996), especially in the age of widely available communication
technologies. Furthermore, when citizens provide information, officials can build political support
by being responsive to citizens’ concerns (McCubbins and Schwartz 1984).
We theorize that citizens’ provision of routine information to government about public
services hinges on their beliefs about the expected value of the social benefits that the reports may
generate. These beliefs strengthen or weaken based on (1) the social connectedness of the
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individuals and (2) their beliefs about the probability of government responsiveness. We
hypothesize that community networks might select and motivate effective reporters who place a
higher value on the community’s welfare. And we also theorize that a combination of (a)
communicative responsiveness, in which governments acknowledge citizen engagement and
attribute improvements in public services to their reports, and (b) active responsiveness, in which
attempts are made to improve public services based on reports, will help sustain citizen
engagement.
We test these expectations in two pre-registered field experiments targeting improvements
in solid waste services that were conducted in close partnership with the Kampala Capital City
Authority (KCCA), the public, governing body of Uganda’s capital city. Our research team
recruited citizen reporters and prompted them to send reports over a number of months to the
KCCA about the status of services. We thus study a crowdseeding platform, in which specific
reporters are selected to provide information, rather than an open crowdsourcing platform to
which anyone can submit information (Van der Windt & Humphreys 2016), allowing us to study
treatments aimed at individual-level selection, motivation, and beliefs.
Solid waste is a major challenge in Kampala, since most trash is burned openly or
discarded into informal dump sites (Kinobe et al. 2015). A large majority of Kampala residents
are concerned with poor waste services, as revealed in our baseline survey (SI, Appendix A). The
KCCA wanted to improve solid waste services but faced the challenge of soliciting information
from citizens about where collections were being skipped and where whole-neighborhood cleanups were needed.
In our first set of treatments, we employed community nominations and recognition to
select and motivate reporters, based on the idea that social connections to and acknowledgement
by others would heighten the social value that potential reporters place on public services and
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thus increase their expected value of providing information to government. These treatments
allow us to investigate whether community networks can be used as tools to initiate and sustain
the flows of information between citizens and governments, building on research about peer
selection (Nowell et al. 2016) and motivation (Pedersen 2015).
In a second type of intervention, we randomly assigned some reporters to experience both
communicative and active government responsiveness. Communicative responsiveness was
signaled through specific acknowledgement that reports were received, processed, and acted on
by the KCCA. Active responsiveness involved the KCCA compiling and executing weekly action
plans to address concerns expressed by citizen reporters, including improved oversight of
contractors and zone-wide clean-up activities. We expected that both communicative and active
responsiveness would be necessary to drive engagement, since both the attribution and credibility
of responsiveness are necessary to maintain beliefs among reporters that their effort is well-spent.
Our approach enabled an experimental test in a less-developed country of the effects of
government responsiveness on citizen engagement, making it possible to causally identify
patterns seen observationally in the developed world (Sjoberg et al. 2017).
To preview our results, we did not find evidence that any of the social-connectedness
interventions involving community nominations or recognition selected reporters or motivated
reports in ways that impacted short-term or long-term reporting on solid waste services. In
contrast, we find that government responsiveness boosted actionable and usable reports over a
period of months compared to the control condition in which the government did not
communicate responsiveness to reporters or use reports to implement actions. The effects of
responsiveness are most pronounced for reporters recruited earlier and who have been asked to
report for a longer time, providing evidence that citizen monitors are continuously updating their
beliefs about the probability that government will act on reports. However, for citizens recruited
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more recently, responsiveness causes reporters to submit greater numbers of lower-quality
reports, again highlighting that the main benefits of responsiveness arise over longer periods of
time.
Building responsiveness into governance arrangements might thus sustain participation
and information sharing that has proved more important than other signals received by
governments (Cleary 2007). As a key contribution, we provide foundational evidence for the role
of responsiveness in sustaining engagements between citizens and governments that often prove
critical for good governance and the provision of public services.

Theory
We argue that citizens will evaluate the expected benefit of sharing information as a
function of their belief about the probability of receiving a response from government and the
value of actually obtaining a benefit from the requested action. Further, citizens will weigh those
expectations against the cost of reporting to officials (see Sjoberg et al. 2017). The odds of citizen
reports therefore increase as beliefs about government responsiveness improve, as the value of the
government response increases, and as reporting costs decrease.
As authors such as Fox (2015) and Mansuri and Rao (2013) argue, in order to sustain
engagement, monitoring efforts should focus on strengthening feedback loops between citizens
and governments. As a core principle, citizens must believe that reporting is worth their effort
(Sjoberg et al. 2017). However, where public services are substandard and governments have
limited capacity, many citizens instead believe that governments will not respond positively or
effectively to their concerns. Using Afrobarometer data, Bratton (2012) finds that across many
countries citizens generally have poor views of both the capacity of governments to deliver highquality services and about the likelihood of official responsiveness to their concerns.
5

The lack of opportunity to update beliefs in such settings will entrench disengagement.
When people do not report to governments because their beliefs about the probability or value of
responsiveness are low, they will have few opportunities to update their beliefs even when
governments attempt to react positively. And when governments do not have specific information
on frontline providers’ performance, they will likely face difficulties in improving the quality of
services. Thus, in many cases, both citizens and governments will be trapped in this lowinformation equilibrium, even when both would like to break out of it.
Governments that want to initiate feedback in settings where citizens expect
unresponsiveness will need to find remedies to the adverse cycle of disengagement, strengthening
citizens’ expectations about the value of engaging with government in order to produce public
services with social benefits. To sustain engagement, governments must remain responsive so that
beliefs about the expected value of reporting do not decline over time.
In the age of mass communication technologies, the potential of engaging with the public
to deliver public goods has grown significantly (Noveck 2017), but little evidence is yet available
related to initiating and sustaining feedback using these new tools. We test three main approaches
that might overcome the disengagement dilemma.

Selecting Reporters
Identifying citizens who care more about the social benefits that public services generate
should increase the flow of information to governments, since reporters who place a higher value
on public goods will expect the value of reporting to be higher, even when they believe there is a
lower probability that governments will address their concerns. We thus hypothesized that
selecting socially connected individuals to report on behalf of a community would help to initiate
and sustain information flows to governments. Theoretical and empirical research suggests that
6

people who are more central in networks of collective organization and action will be more likely
to act prosocially on behalf of that network, both due to the higher salience of collective identity
(Putnam 1995) and because individuals with more social ties will generally have more reasons to
internalize social values and more opportunities to practice acting in a prosocial manner (Wasko
& Faraj 2005).
For example, related research finds that individuals with relatively high prosocial
motivations undertake the bulk of online participation in governance (Budhathoki and
Haythornthwaite 2013). Lab-in-field experiments in Uganda show that individuals with strong
group attachments and in positions of community leadership display greater prosocial behavior in
dictator games (Baldassarri and Grossman 2013). These findings imply that selecting for
community-oriented and socially-connected individuals might result in greater effort.
We leverage neighborhood-level social networks by asking neighbors and community
leaders to nominate trustworthy individuals to fill reporter positions. These individuals should be
more active in reporting even when they have similarly uncertain beliefs about the probability of
responsiveness from governments, as compared to individuals who are less community-oriented.
While research on the role of social networks in governance finds that they create opportunities
for engagement by citizens (Berardo and Scholz 2010), few studies actively leverage community
networks to select citizens for participatory governance.
Nevertheless, evidence suggests that people can identify prosocial individuals. Closest to
the present study, Kim et al. (2014) reported that using “friend nominations” to select community
members to distribute coupons for subsidized health-related goods resulted in higher uptake
compared to relying on randomly selected individuals or individuals with the most social ties. In a
two-staged study, Nowell et al. (2016) find that individuals who are identified as playing an
“active and sustained advocate role” by peers tend to themselves report high levels of duty to
7

their social groups. And as Brady et al. (1999) theorize about recruitment into political activity,
people who are closer to prospective participants have advantages both in selecting participants
who are most likely to undertake action and in motivating participation. Those who nominate
might be expected to maximize their benefits by selecting individuals who are likely to report
when there is a chance that reporting will lead to improved public services.
We test nominations by both neighbors and community leaders because the logic of
selection may be different. Neighbor nominations might work by reaching community-oriented
individuals spread throughout the entirety of social networks, rather than selecting reporters of
diminishing social connectedness around a single node in the network. Alternatively, leader
nomination may have advantages in selecting higher-skilled and influential reporters or in
implying increased social obligations regarding reporting. Reporting brings very little excludable,
personal benefit (other than the very small chance of winning a modest lottery), so we see no
reason why leaders would nominate reporters as a clientelistic benefit. Instead, leaders should be
motivated in this case to gain the rewards that come with securing improved services that their
constituents care about from the municipal government. Elected community leaders are also at the
center of neighborhood-level social networks, which might provide them additional links to
responsible and prosocial individuals as compared to other residents making nominations.

Motivating Reporters
Beyond selection of reporters, we expect that public announcements that offer social
recognition can motivate reporters to be more active. Previous work has found that non-monetary
rewards are more effective at motivating prosocial behavior than financial incentives (Ashraf et
al. 2014). Providing potential reporters with recognition for their contributions to collective goods
may thus increase prosocial behavior by changing reporters’ evaluations of whether engagement
8

is worth their effort. Results along these lines have been demonstrated in studies on voluntary
donations to charitable causes (Karlan and McConnell 2014).
More generally, psychologists have found that recognition and status can be powerful
motivators in both volunteer and work environments, even when the recognition is symbolic and
cannot lead to any material benefits. Studying volunteer Wikipedia contributors, Gallus (2017)
found that, even though most editors volunteer their efforts under usernames that cannot be
connected to their real identities, offering a symbolic badge boosted retention by 20% over one
year. In a fixed-wage task experiment, Kosfeld and Neckermann (2011) learned that the chance to
be awarded a purely symbolic card signed by the president of the organization and
acknowledging the best worker performance significantly boosted achievement. These kinds of
pointed results speak to more general recognition of how social acknowledgement and status can
drive public behavior (e.g., Besley and Ghatak 2008; McCullough et al. 2001, McClendon 2014).
To our knowledge, however, social recognition or acknowledgement of prosocial behavior have
not been researched when it comes to the contributions that community members make to public
goods, especially in a field experiment, which offers high naturalism or ecological validity.

Responding to Reporters
Finally, if it is possible to credibly raise beliefs about the probability that governments
will be responsive to reports, then citizens should be more likely to initiate and sustain
engagement. Emerging research is showing the promise of this idea. Sjoberg et al. (2017) report
that experiencing a response to a report of road disrepair in the United Kingdom positively affects
both short- and long-term engagement in submitting additional reports. Yet, generalizing the
finding requires replicating such results in settings where governments are weaker and publics are
likely to have higher levels of distrust. Additionally, providing clearly exogenous responsiveness
9

through randomized treatments is necessary to sharpen causal identification and to rule out the
possibility that governments are predisposed to be responsive to the types of reporters who are
most motivated to engage in providing information (see also Trucco 2017).
Pilot research in developing countries has explored new tools to improve responsiveness
to massive feedback from citizens in the information age (Golden et al. 2017). However, the bulk
of this research does not have a clear way to understand whether responsiveness from government
causes long-term and sustainable information flows between citizens and government officials. In
Uganda, Grossman et al. (2017) ask how citizens can be motivated to report deficiencies in public
services via SMS text to local politicians. Low levels of perceived efficacy among citizens who
experience service deficiencies creates significant challenges for participation. As an
experimental treatment, the researchers sent messages to subjects from local officials encouraging
reporting on deficient public services and find that the rate of ever-participation – citizens that use
the platform at least once over a six-month period – rises from approximately 3.4 percent in
control to 4.7 percent in treatment.
Our argument about changing beliefs over time implies a temporal dynamic to treatment
effects of responsiveness. In particular, we posit that each reporter is making an evaluation of
whether reporting is worth their effort at each point in time. Like the theory outlined by Sjoberg
et al. (2017), we expect this evaluation is based on each reporter’s belief in that their report will
prompt action by government and the value they place on that action. We further expect that
reporters are updating their beliefs about the probability of responsiveness as they submit reports.
When a reporter does not submit reports, she does not update her beliefs. Each reporter has some
prior beliefs that will place her above or below a personal threshold for reporting. Responsiveness
should have little impact initially, since reporting is mostly driven by these prior beliefs.
However, with each report submitted, the reporter updates her beliefs about the probability of
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receiving a response. Over time, even the most motivated and community-oriented reporter will
cease providing information when she believes no actions are taken in response to reports. Thus,
differences in reporting rates between reporters who do and do not experience responsiveness
should grow larger over time because prior beliefs that drive initial reporting will diverge
between reporters who do and do not experience responsiveness.
Note that a responsiveness intervention should optimally be designed to enhance personal
efficacy — that government is responsive to the individual reporters’ information, thereby
increasing the expected value of reporting — rather than setting expectations about collective
action. It is therefore desirable to establish clear communicative responsiveness that lets citizens
know they are individually being heard by governments. After all, intensifying anticipation of
responsiveness to others’ reports may backfire by inducing free-riding, so targeting personal
efficacy is key. Crowdseeding — which involves recruitment of specific reporters into positions,
usually in pursuit of representative information coverage (see Van der Windt and Humphreys
2016) — is particularly useful as a tool to test a responsiveness treatment, since reporters should
have low expectations of being able to free-ride on the efforts of other reporters as they might in
an open crowdsourcing platform to which anyone can report. Anticipating that responsiveness
will be most valuable when it can target personal efficacy without heightening the possibility of
free-riding, we study a crowdseeding platform. 1

Pre-Registered Hypotheses

1

Other disadvantages from crowdsourcing include biases from self-selection, less-directed

information flows, and frequent holes in geographic coverage (Van der Windt and Humphreys
2016)
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Based on these theoretical considerations, we pre-registered the following hypotheses
(outcome measures are discussed below):2
H1a: Nomination by neighbors will increase reporting.
H1b: Nomination by the local council chairs will increase reporting.
H2: Announcement by the local council chair recognizing reporters will increase reporting.
H3: Responsiveness to citizen reports will increase reporting.

Experimental Design
Setting
Like many other parts of the world, Kampala, Uganda faces challenges in providing waste
management (Okot-Okumu and Nyenje 2011; Oteng-Ababio et al. 2010; Katusiimeh et al. 2012).
In recent years, the KCCA, a public agency that is the governing body of Kampala, has turned
over the responsibility for managing waste to private companies for most areas of the city, though
the KCCA is still mandated to oversee the successful delivery of these services. It sets
expectations and levies penalties on companies that do not address complaints from citizens,
among other oversight measures.
According to the concession contracts, private companies are allowed to enter into
agreements with households for door-to-door services and establish rates for these services, but
they must also establish and service community collection points within at least 500m of every
household within their concession area so that every resident has a managed option to dispose of
waste regardless of income. The contractors are supposed to manage zone-wide clean-ups as

2

SI, Appendix D contains the exact wording of pre-registered hypotheses and a description of the

match between the analysis presented and the analysis pre-registered.
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necessary. In practice, companies have almost entirely failed to establish and service community
collection points, and the KCCA faces significant challenges in identifying the locations of
shirking by contractors. Our pre-experimental survey shows that 90% of Kampala residents are
personally concerned with solid waste management (SI, Appendix A), indicating that oversight is
largely failing.
The KCCA has prioritized improving solid waste management to boost resident
satisfaction and promote public health. Kampala is one of the key strongholds of opposition
support in Uganda, and the nationalized KCCA has a political mandate from the ruling party to
improve resident satisfaction with government services. The KCCA has been supported by
international donors for more than a decade to improve waste management and responsiveness to
residents.
Despite having used public resources to develop an interactive SMS platform and a
mobile application to exchange information with citizens, the KCCA struggles to use its
technological investments to exchange useful information with the public in ways that improve
public services. Apart from its nascent messaging system, citizens could make contact with the
KCCA by calling its central phone number. 3 However, this information was never sufficient in
volume nor organized in a way that the KCCA felt it was actionable.
The platform that we developed with our KCCA partners involved the creation of a single
SMS short-code, a familiar tool that could be used by residents at no cost and that both allowed
for the two-way flow of information and eliminated reporters’ search costs. 4 Because everyone

3

Subsequent to the period considered in this study, the KCCA established a toll-free call center.

4

The use of shortcodes in text messaging are commonly used by mobile phone users in Uganda

to carry out routine tasks such as loading airtime or mobile money, checking airtime or mobile
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who signed up as a reporter received a regular prompt for information, they could also be assured
that the platform was being actively maintained. Using in-country staff and a text messaging
platform developed by a domestic IT firm, our research team managed the flow of both outgoing
and incoming messages and systematically processed the incoming information and summarized
it at the zone level before passing it on to the KCCA, but this was not directly observable to
recruited reporters. Outgoing prompts were co-designed with the Waste Management Unit of the
KCCA to gather information most useful for improving service delivery. Our team’s assistance
with the processing of citizen reports suggests scope conditions of the results of the experiment
for practice. Specifically, the implementation of responsiveness requires quick and reliable dataprocessing capacity. Nonetheless, the purpose of this article is to study the actions of citizens in
reporting, rather than the effect of the program on public services.

Phase 1 Experimental Design
In Phase 1, our research team recruited a set number of citizen reporters from each of a
sample of 90 randomly-selected administrative zones (of 755) in November 2015 at the spatial
scale of neighborhoods.5 The KCCA provided us with a list of all zones (LC1s) inside the
Kampala city boundaries and the associated shapefiles outlining their boundaries. We dropped 11

money balances, exchanging mobile money with other people, and signing up for network
bundles and special offers.
5

One of the 90 zones was dropped from the sample due to a failure to conduct recruitment

activities by the field team as assigned. Two of the zones are duplicates due to an error in the
administrative files received from the KCCA that was discovered only after the project launched.
For analysis, the duplicate zone is considered two separate zones per the treatment assignment.
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zones from the original sample because they were demolished, lacked residencies, or were gated
communities that barred access; we replaced them with other randomly-selected zones.
After selecting the experimental sample, we randomly assigned each zone to one of two
reporter-recruitment conditions using complete randomization (Figure 2, Panel A). In each zone,
our research team aimed to recruit 12 citizen reporters according to the recruitment condition
assigned at the zone level, a process that yielded 1,034 unique reporters. The unit of treatment is
thus the reporter position, with assignment clustered at the zone level, rather than a set of
reporters who are recruited similarly but then treated differentially. We vary the recruitment
process to fill reporter positions with different types of reporters who might place different values
on service delivery and may differ also on observable characteristics like length of residence (see
SI, Appendix B for recruitment protocols):

(Recruitment Baseline) Random street recruitment: Following a random walk pattern
over a timed period, the enumeration team approached the closest adult walking or sitting
outside of their home or business and asked whether they would sign up to be a reporter.
While this recruitment method does not produce a true random sample of the population,
it specifically targets adults moving around the zone during the day, citizens likely better
able to provide observations of waste management issues in their zones.

(Recruitment Treatment) Neighbor Nomination recruitment: Following a random walk
pattern that was timed, the enumeration team approached the nearest adult walking or
sitting outside of their home or business and asked whether they could nominate a
“trustworthy and responsible” individual who lives in the zone to report on behalf of its
residents. If the individual indicated willingness to make a nomination, the enumerator
15

asked the citizen to make a face-to-face introduction to the nominated individual, who was
asked to sign up.

These recruitment procedures continued in each zone until all reporter positions were
filled. All reporters that filled the available positions were informed that the data they provided
would be received by the KCCA without revealing individual identities (mobile phone number),
to avoid any concern about coercion. Reporters were required to be adult residents of the zone
and the primary user of their own mobile phone. Over a 7-week reporting period, all reporters
received the same prompts regardless of their recruitment condition. In Phase 1, reporters
received a total of 17 prompts for information about waste pick-up schedules, waste burning
practices in their zone, and the locations of waste piles that needed attention (see SI, Appendix C
for a list of prompts). To encourage reporting, the project held a lottery for one ~$10 prize in
airtime each week uniformly for all reporters in both experimental conditions. Figure 1 tracks the
design of the Phase 1 experiment.

Figure 1. CONSORT diagram of Phase 1 experimental design.

Phase 2 Experimental Design
In June 2016, we recruited an additional 1,905 reporters from 97 new and randomly
selected administrative zones (LC I), again dropping five zones where research was impossible
16

and replacing with six new random selections (Figure 3). In each zone, enumerators aimed to
recruit reporters into a target of 20 reporter positions, with treatment assigned at the zone level.
Each zone was divided into four cells of roughly similar size and five individuals were recruited
into reporter positions from each cell.
Each Phase 2 zone was assigned one of eight different treatment combinations based on a
three--arm experimental design (see SI, Appendix I for design summary). Two arms were
recruitment and announcement conditions (Figure 2, Panel B). The third arm was responsiveness
of government to citizen reports and was applied to both Phase 1 and Phase 2 reporters (Figure 2,
Panel C). The treatments are as follows:

(Arm 1, Recruitment Baseline) Random Street recruitment: Following a random walk
pattern over a timed period, the enumeration team approached the nearest adult walking or
sitting outside of their home or business and asked whether they would sign up to be a
reporter. This condition follows exactly the protocol from Phase 1 and serves as the
baseline condition.

(Arm 1, Recruitment Treatment) LC1 Nomination recruitment: Reporters in these zones
were recruited by the local council chairperson (LC1) or a delegated zone--level authority.
LC1s nominated reporters by introducing them to the recruitment team.

(Arm 2, Announcement Treatment) Announcement of Reporters by LC1: Reporters in
these zones were informed that the LC1 would announce the monitoring program and the
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names of reporters at an upcoming zone--wide meeting. LC1 chairs were selected for this
role because they exhibit significant social influence over zone residents.6
A list of the names of recruited citizen reporters and information on the program were
left with LC1s in treated zones. The implementation team contacted LC1s by phone one
week following recruitment activities to remind the LC1s to make the announcement at a
community meeting.7 If the LC1 was not present during recruitment, our research team
contacted the LC1 by phone that day to inform him/her about the monitoring program and
requested that they make an announcement. Zones not assigned to treatment were
assigned to a control condition where the LC1 was not requested to make an
announcement.8

6

LC1s administer important, routine tasks for residents, such as handling cases related to debt,

contracts, land and civil disputes, and verification of residence, which is used to open bank
accounts and apply for national identification. LC1s also preside over monthly or bi-monthly
local council meetings. While we are not aware of any studies focusing on the attendance at LC1
meetings in Uganda, initial findings from Fumihiko (2003) learned that one person per household
is required to attend LC1 meetings, and approximately one-third to half of zone residents attend
LC1 meetings.
7

Only 38% of the community leaders in zones who were assigned to this condition and who we

were able to contact at endline made the announcements. The reporters in these zones still
expected a community announcement, so we consider them to have been treated. In SI Appendix
E, we estimate complier average causal effects for the announcement treatment by 2SLS.
8

All reporters who were recruited in zones assigned to the announcement condition were fully

informed that their names would be announced at a community meeting and could decline the
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(Arm 3, Responsiveness Treatment) Responsiveness from the KCCA: The
responsiveness treatment was a bundle of two kinds of responsiveness, both of which are
important for increasing beliefs among citizens that the KCCA is providing a return for
their investment in the monitoring of public services: (1) communicative responsiveness
to the messages sent by citizens; and (2) active responsiveness to deficiencies in waste
management services identified by citizens. Communicative responsiveness — where
citizens’ messages are acknowledged and the agency’s process of turning monitoring into
action is disclosed — allows citizens to attribute any changes to the public services they
observe to the monitoring that they provide. Active responsiveness — where citizens can
observe improvements to the deficiencies that they report — provides credibility to the
communicative responsiveness. In isolation, communicative responsiveness is unlikely to
be credible and active responsiveness is unlikely to be attributable, so we designed the
intervention to include both simultaneously.
In terms of communicative responsiveness, the platform sent reporters in treated zones
weekly personalized text messages emphasizing that their responses had been sent to the
KCCA’s Waste Management Unit and used to develop action plans to improve service
delivery. Although KCCA shared these zone-specific action plans with the research group,
this study was not designed to share zone-level plans with treated subjects; all subjects
receiving the responsiveness treatment received the same broad responsiveness messages.
In some weeks, the platform also sent information listing the number of responses that

invitation to participate. For ethical reasons and as approved, the LC1 only announced that
reporters had agreed to report on behalf of the community and not their reporting activity.
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individual reporters sent and the total number of responses by all citizen monitors in the
reporter’s zone, along with an offer to answer questions by a specific program
representative.9 Any questions received through the messaging platform were answered
during a call center held each week. 10
Program representatives also called treated subjects one month into the reporting
period informing them that their reports were being sent to the KCCA Waste Management
Unit and used to develop action plans (see SI, Appendix K for the call center script).
Program representatives that contacted subjects were different than the point of contact
mentioned in messages sent to treated subjects, minimizing the chance for the
development of social ties that might influence reporting.11 Both active and inactive
reporters received the responsiveness outreach. Reporters in zones assigned to control did
not receive any messages or phone calls responding to their reports.
In terms of active responsiveness, the KCCA created and implemented zone-specific
action plans for treated zones to address deficiencies in solid waste services based on

9

In SI Appendix F, we show that rates of reporting are unconditional on the number of reports

that the subjects were informed as being received throughout the zone.
10

The vast majority of questions received related to the KCCA’s delivery of waste management

services in the subjects’ zones while very few questions related to the functionality of the
messaging platform. This highlights the ubiquitous use of short codes in text messaging in
Uganda and suggests it is unlikely that treatment subjects received advantages in learning over
control subjects.
11

The call center script also provided no indication of future contact with the program

representative, further reducing the chance for social ties to develop and influence reporting.
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reports, many of which were likely observable to reporters. While we did not design the
study to systematically check the quality of active responsiveness, the KCCA provided
detailed reports each week to our research team that included the zone-specific waste
management problems identified based on citizen reports, step-by-step goals and activities
to address the identified issues, and the responsible organizations and timeline for carrying
out these interventions (see an example in SI, Appendix J). As evidence of these plans
being implemented, we received many messages from citizens thanking the KCCA for
responding to their reports and indicating that they had observed service improvements in
their zones. We are additionally confident that these interventions were carried out based
on multiple meetings with the responsible KCCA waste management staff. 12
Reporters in the control condition experienced neither type of responsiveness during
the reporting period. They were not contacted by the KCCA acknowledging reports about
solid waste or informed about actions taken to address reports. Additionally and per prior
agreement, we only provided the KCCA with the reports from the control zones as a
digest at the end of the study period, so reporters in control zones were not eligible to
experience active responsiveness to their reports during the study period.

12

Because we were not able to measure active responsiveness systematically, it is possible that

different zones experienced uneven amounts of improvements. Thus, all responsiveness effects
should be interpreted as intent-to-treat, acknowledging the possibility that active responsiveness
did not reach all areas. Thus, the analysis implies a lower bound on the effects of responsiveness.
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Figure 2. Final sample of zones within the jurisdiction of the Kampala Capital City Authority for
Phases 1 and 2 recruitment drives and the combined responsiveness treatment condition.

At the beginning of the 8-week reporting period, between July 2 and August 29, 2016, all
subjects recruited during Phase 1 and Phase 2 received ten introductory messages that included an
overview of the KCCA Waste Monitoring Project, information on what to expect from prompts
requesting feedback on waste management issues in subjects’ neighborhoods, and how to respond
to prompts using the shortcode. Following introduction messages, all subjects received a total of
15 prompts about zone-level waste conditions and the quality, frequency, and proximity of waste
collection services provided to the zone, along with several open-ended questions designed with
the KCCA Waste Management Unit (see SI, Appendix C for the list of prompts used in Phase 2).
As in Phase 1, we encouraged all reporters to answer prompts by running a lottery each week for
~$10 in airtime for all reporters in all experimental conditions in a uniform way. Each week all
subjects received a message announcing the winner of the lottery and were encouraged to
continue answering prompts from the KCCA Waste Monitoring Project to be entered into the
following week’s lottery (see complete list of outgoing messages in SI, Appendix L).
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Subjects assigned the responsiveness treatment received an additional 2-5 messages each
week throughout the reporting period. It is unlikely that these additional messages created a
general salience or attention effect around reporting responsibilities because reporting was based
on the specific prompts sent to subjects, and all subjects received at least three messages each
week reminding them about the program and reporting. Additionally, there was a two-day period
between the time of sending responsiveness messages and sending prompts, minimizing the
chance of responsiveness messages serving as immediate reminders to report.
Five weeks after the end of the Phase 2 reporting period, our research team implemented a
short survey to understand whether responsiveness increased trust in government and satisfaction
with waste services, which would indicate longer-lasting shifts in more general attitudes as a
result of responsiveness. Figure 3 tracks the design of the Phase 2 experiment. Figure K1 in the SI
summarizes the timeline and combined design of the two phases of the experiment.
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Figure 3. CONSORT diagram of Phase 2 Experimental Design
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Outcome Measures of Reporting
As pre-registered (see SI, Appendix D for exact hypotheses and measures), we measure
reporting as follows: (1) The total number of active reporters (i.e., those submitting at least one
report) during the reporting period; (2) The total number of reports submitted by each reporter
during the reporting period; (3) The total number of reports submitted by each reporter during the
last two weeks of the reporting period; and (4) The total number of open-ended reports (e.g.
descriptions of location of waste piles) submitted. We use the number of usable reports (not
frivolous, irrelevant, or incomprehensible) for all analyses below.

Descriptive Data on Reporters
The nomination conditions may produce reporters with different observable
characteristics, which would be consistent with our expectations. Indeed, nomination resulted in
pools of reporters that were more female in both phases (Table 1). Additionally, the LC1
nomination produced a pool of reporters with longer average periods of residence in their zone
and higher average age. Recall that we selected reporters into reporter positions using different
recruitment methods; our design is not intended to yield reporters with balanced characteristics
across treatment conditions but rather to select for reporters with greater social connectedness and
propensity toward prosocial behavior. Table 1 show that some characteristics of reporters were
different based on their experimentally-assigned selection process.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of reporters recruited in both Phases.
Phase 1
Years in zone (mean)

Random Street
Recruitment

Neighbor Nomination

p (t-test)

9.16 (0.43)

9.26 (0.45)

0.89
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Female (proportion)

0.40 (0.02)

0.46 (0.02)

0.04

Age (mean)

30.0 (0.45)

30.9 (0.45)

0.16

Satisfied with waste services
(proportion)

0.29 (0.02)

0.31 (0.02)

0.46

517

517

--

Random Street
Recruitment

LC1 Nomination

p (t-test)

Years in zone (mean)

10.9 (0.37)

15.2 (0.43)

0.00

Female (proportion)

0.62 (0.02)

0.65 (0.02)

0.22

Age (mean)

32.3 (0.37)

35.9 (0.39)

0.00

Satisfied with waste services
(proportion)

0.35 (0.02)

0.36 (0.02)

0.60

918

927

--

N (Reporters)
Phase 2

N (Reporters)

Notes: Information displayed are descriptive statistic of all reporters at recruitment that are part of
the effective sample for analysis. Standard errors computed by bootstrap within each
experimental recruitment condition. Minimal descriptive information was collected about
reporters to mimic recruitment for a government program, rather than a research study.

The reporters were only asked to provide limited information for intake into the KCCA
reporting system, rather than a full survey of demographic and attitudinal responses, limiting our
ability to test directly for the social motivation of reporters. We designed the project such that
reporting behavior would take place fully within a field environment with an intake form that
would be typical of information collected by a government agency.

Analytical Methods
As pre-registered, we performed hypothesis tests via randomization inference using
simple difference-in-means. We generate 5,000 iterations of our randomization procedure
(clustered at the zone level) and capture the sampling distribution of treatment effects under the
sharp null to compute p-values. We use one-sided p-values corresponding to the direction of the
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pre-registered hypotheses. For the Phase 2 analysis, because of its facilitation of analysis on
multiple treatment arms, we estimate the effects of treatment at the reporter-level via OLS
regression as specified in Eq. 1,
yi = α + τ1D1 + τ2D2 + τ3D3 + I(Phase) + εj

(1)

where yi is the outcome for individual i, τ are estimates of treatment effects, D are treatment arms,
I(Phase) is an indicator of the Phase of recruitment (only for the pooled analysis), and ε j is an
error term clustered at the zone, corresponding to the level of assignment. We have confirmed
that all conclusions are robust to the pre-registered difference-in-means specifications via
randomization inference (Appendix D).
We observed significant non-compliance with the LC1 Announcement treatment in Phase
2, prompting us to estimate complier average causal effects as a robustness check on the intent-totreat results reported below (see SI, Appendix E). In no case does this change the substantive or
statistical significance of the main results. We do not find evidence for spatial spillover of the
Responsiveness treatment across zones (see SI, Appendix H). Because we see no evidence that
excess or incomplete recruitment into reporter positions is associated with the experimental
recruitment conditions, we analyze the effective sample of all reporters recruited.

Findings: Phase 1
In the first experiment, we find marginal evidence that nomination boosts rates of
reporting (Figure 2). In total, the platform received 493 SMS reports that were on-topic and
contained information relevant to solid waste management. We see that reporters assigned to
nomination submitted more reports over the entire study period as a point estimate, but this value
is not highly inconsistent with random chance (Panel A; te=0.023, p=0.17). If we instead compare
the mean number of responses per reporter by assigned recruitment condition, we find that
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nominated reporters submitted an average of 0.524 reports, while randomly recruited reporters
submitted an average of 0.429 reports, which is again not highly inconsistent with random chance

Figure 4. Reporting by recruitment condition during Phase 1. (A) Proportion of reporters who
submitted at least one report by recruitment condition; (B) Average number of total reports per
reporter by recruitment condition; (C) Average number of open-end reports per reporter on the
location of waste piles by recruitment condition. All panels display one standard error bars
computed by bootstrap within the experimental condition. All panels use the full sample of
n=1034 reporters.

(Panel B; te = 0.095, p=0.18). Finally, if we consider how many times reporters responded to
open-ended prompts for the locations of trash piles, the most costly type of reporting in terms of
effort, we see higher rates of reporting, but not so high that the rate is inconsistent with random
chance (Panel C; te=0.017, p=0.16). These results are suggestive, but not conclusive of the impact
of nomination. Thus, we attempted to strengthen the nomination treatment in Phase 2.

Findings: Phase 2
During Phase 2, the platform received 5,593 on-topic SMS reports from the sample
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reporters recruited in both phases. We report results both for the pooled group of subjects
recruited during Phase 1 and 2, as well as the results split by the recruitment phase. Considering
first the number of reporters recruited during both phases who submitted at least one, on-topic
report, only the Responsiveness condition boosts participation (Table 2). Reporters recruited
during Phase 1 from a zone assigned to the responsiveness condition are 53% more likely to be
active during Phase 2 than reporters in control zones. Reporters recruited during Phase 2 from a
zone assigned to the Responsiveness condition are 13% more likely to be active than reporters in
control zones. In contrast, we do not observe any differences in the number of active reporters
when recruiting by neighbor or LC1 nomination, or when reporters expected the LC1 chairperson
to recognize them at a community meeting. Thus, the evidence suggests that nominations and
announcements do not activate reporting, which is good news for policymakers who wish to
minimize the expenditure of resources required to leverage neighborhood networks.

Table 2. Total number of active reporters during Phase 2
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Notes:
Estimated by OLS per Eq. 1. Parameter estimates are change in proportion of reporters that
submitted at least one valid and usable report during the study period. 95% confidence intervals
on parameter estimates, computed from cluster-robust standard errors are displayed. Intercept
shows estimated value for control group sampled in Phase 1.

Turning to the total number of reports in Phase 2, again only the Responsiveness treatment
drives more reports (Table 3). Pooling zones across recruiting periods, we find that the
Responsiveness treatment increased the average number of reports per reporter by approximately
0.36 over eight weeks. This result is largely driven by the 79% increase in reporting that the
Responsiveness treatment had on treated Phase 1 reporters. In contrast, the Responsiveness
treatment did not increase the total number of reports by Phase 2 reporters in ways that are
inconsistent with a zero effect size. We do not observe any differences in the number of reports
per reporter with recruitment by neighbor or LC1 nomination, or when reporters expected the
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LC1 to recognize their participation.

Table 3. Total number of reports submitted by each reporter during Phase 2

Notes:
Estimated by OLS per Eq. 1. Parameter estimates are change in valid and usable reports per
reporter during the study period. 95% confidence intervals on parameter estimates, computed
from cluster-robust standard errors are displayed. Intercept shows estimated value for control
group sampled in Phase 1.
Finally, we consider the total number of reports by each reporter during the last two weeks
of the 8-week reporting period (Table 4). Like previous estimates, we see little evidence that any
recruitment condition or that the announcement about reporting by local leadership significantly
increased reporting during the last two weeks of Phase 2. Responsiveness from
government has a positive effect, but only for Phase 1 recruits. The Responsiveness treatment
boosted reporting by Phase 1 reporters 78% but did not boost reporting by Phase 2 reporters
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inconsistent with a zero effect. This result highlights how responsiveness is especially necessary
to sustain engagement. Indeed, our theory predicts greater treatment effects as time elapses, as the
beliefs of treated and control subjects diverge related to responsiveness.

Table 4. Number of reports submitted by each reporter during the last two weeks of Phase 2

Notes:
Estimated by OLS per Eq. 1. Parameter estimates are change in valid and usable reports per
reporter during the last two weeks of the study period, corresponding also to open-end prompts
asking for location and problem descriptions. 95% confidence intervals on parameter estimates,
computed from cluster-robust standard errors are displayed. Intercept shows estimated value for
control group sampled in Phase 1.
To aid the interpretation, Figure 3 shows the proportion of reporters who submitted usable
reports for each of the 15 prompts during Phase 2. The effect of the responsiveness treatment is
most pronounced toward the end of the reporting period and for Phase 1 recruits as predicted.
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Figure 5. Proportion of reporters responding to each prompt during Phase 2 by phase of
recruitment. Legend: red is reporters assigned to the responsiveness condition, grey is reporters
assigned to the control condition for responsiveness. The midline call center informing subjects of
action plans and reviewing how responses were used by the KCCA rolled out concurrently with
Q8 and Q9. All reporters uses the pooled set of n=2,866 reporters, while Phase 1 reporters uses
the n=1021 reporters that did not previously request removal and Phase 2 reporters uses n=1,845
reporters.

Quality of Citizen Reports
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While the present study was not designed to validate the quality of citizen reports on the
ground, we are nonetheless able to assess the quality of reports by treatment condition in terms of
their topical validity (i.e., understandable response to the prompt) and the rate of required
cleaning (e.g., not using response categories correctly, but containing valid information). All of
the primary analyses above are based on the number of reports deemed by the research team to be
usable responses to the prompts, following any necessary cleaning.
If we consider the proportion of reports that needed to be cleaned and the proportion of
reports that needed to be discarded by treatment condition, we find that more reports from
reporters in the Responsiveness condition needed cleaning and had to be discarded as invalid for
reporters recruited during Phase 2 (Table 5). Thus, the Responsiveness condition seems to have
created a trade-off between quality and quantity, generating more but on average lower quality
responses. Nonetheless, we see no such quantity versus quality tradeoff for reporters recruited
during Phase 1. Thus, while Responsiveness may generate more chatter that is not useful in the
short term, it is ultimately necessary to sustain engagement for a reasonable length of time,
indicating its importance.
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Table 5. Quality of responses by treatment condition

Notes:
Estimation: Estimated by OLS per Eq. 1 with zone-level clustering, with is more conservative
than individual-level clustering in the data. Dependent Variables: Discarded is an indicator
variable that is positive when raw responses are determined to be unusable by project staff;
Conditionally Cleaned is an indicator variable that is positive when raw responses had to be
manually recoded to be usable, within the subset of usable responses; Processed is an indicator
variable that is positive when raw responses where either determined to be unusable or had to be
manually recoded to be usable. Other: 95% confidence intervals on parameter estimates,
computed from cluster-robust standard errors are displayed. Baseline shows estimated proportion
of the responses for which the cleaning indicator is positive in the control condition.

Attitudinal and Behavioral Outcomes on Trust in Government
To test whether responsiveness from government increases reporter beliefs that
government is responsive to their concerns, we fielded a post-reporting survey to measure
reporters’ trust in government and tested their willingness to help the KCCA manage services
apart from solid waste. This survey (instrument available in SI Appendix G), administered five
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weeks after the Phase 2 reporting period ended, was intended to measure spillover of attitudes and
intentions from experiencing responsiveness from government in other areas of citizen
engagement. Three questions were about attitudes regarding the KCCA.
After the attitudinal questions, we informed participants about the opportunities to help
the KCCA test a more general reporting platform assessing a range of public services and asked
to text “VOLUNTEER” to the project shortcode after the call if they were interested. Only
successfully contacted reporters are included in analysis and a positive response required that the
interviewee sent this message on their own time. We acknowledge that this is only an initial
behavioral step toward volunteering, but we also note that meta-analysis in psychology research
indicates that experimental manipulation of intentions to act causes significant, if somewhat
attenuated, differences in targeted behaviors (Webb and Sheeran 2006).
While responsiveness strongly influenced week-to-week reporting, it appears from the
survey data that this effect does not have long-term implications for broader attitudes and
willingness to volunteer (Figure 4). 13 In no case did volunteers randomly assigned to the
Responsiveness treatment hold significantly more favorable attitudes about public services or
government. Likewise, when reporters were asked to volunteer to test a more general publicservices reporting platform, treated reporters were no more likely to volunteer either before or
after an SMS reminder. 14 These results intimate that deeper attitudes related to trust in
government and willingness to assist future efforts are either difficult to move, the effects of
interventions are short-lived, or citizen experience is highly specific to one context of interacting

13

We find no evidence of differential attrition in the endline survey by the Responsiveness

treatment condition (Chi-Squared test, p=0.55).
14

Further examination reveals no heterogeneity in these results by recruitment phase.
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with government — highlighting the importance of continuously reinforcing responsiveness in
each area of government action in order to sustain the provision of information from citizens.

Figure 4. Attitudinal and behavioral responses to the Responsiveness treatment. Data are
survey responses collected five weeks after the reporting period. 95% CIs computed by bootstrap
sampling within each experimental condition. [add n to these notes]

Discussion and Conclusions
Engaging citizens in providing information about public services is likely critical to
governance, and the text-messaging platform at the core of our field experiments exemplifies the
tools that governments commonly use to engage citizens worldwide (Weerakkody et al. 2015).
Yet despite significant effort to enlist citizens to participate in governance, these efforts often fail
to generate sustained engagement and failures rarely appear in the scientific literature (McGee
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and Carlitz 2013; Dahlander and Piezunka 2014).
We theorized that citizens fall into the disengagement dilemma when they do not believe
government is responsive to their concerns. Without input on failing or deficient services,
governments struggle both to target services where they are most needed and to prevent agent
shirking. Substandard service delivery leads to further distrust and disengagement in a negative,
self-reinforcing cycle. We theorized that governments might escape this cycle by recruiting
citizens with prosocial attributes, by heightening the social value of public services, and by
demonstrating responsiveness to citizens.
Yet we find that citizens nominated by neighbors and local leaders did not report
significantly more frequently. Likewise, local leaders’ announcements of citizen participation
also did not increase reporting. Our results are some of the first suggesting the limited
effectiveness of using community networks in attempts to activate participation in governance. It
may be more efficacious to find individuals who place a higher individual value on public
services, rather than relying on social values to drive participation. Alternatively, if individual
values are most salient, governments can simply forego these selection efforts and rely on random
selection or open crowdsourcing methods, which is good news in the context of resource
constraints. Future research will be needed to explore these possibilities.
Alternatively, this study produced strong evidence that government responsiveness can
sustain citizen reporting on public services. Importantly, it appears that the benefits of
government responsiveness grow larger over time by extending engagement with reporters who
have been active longest. Governments capable of operating at a much larger scale than our study
might use government responsiveness to extend engagement with a sufficiently sized pool of
reporters and create more sustained citizen engagement platforms that better align with
governments’ longer planning horizons. Conversely, a lack of responsiveness to citizens’
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reporting efforts might explain the relatively low rates of participation found in many egovernance platforms and other forms of routine participation.
We assisted our partner government in being more responsive by compiling reports into
spreadsheets at the zone level, showing what is possible to accomplish assuming quick and
reliable capacity to process the data from citizen reports. Importantly, our assistance consisted of
hiring in-country staff to make reports employing commonly available spreadsheet software and
using data from a domestic SMS aggregation firm; the kind of data processing necessary for
responsiveness is not out of reach of government agencies. This study shows why it may be
desirable for governments to invest in this type of capacity if they value engagement.
Some concern may arise over the general equilibrium effects of such citizen engagement.
It is possible that such efforts might distract citizens from alternative forms of civic participation.
We acknowledge this possibility, especially if both participatory platforms and government
responsiveness were to achieve high levels across many areas of governance. However, given that
only a minute proportion of the population was engaged in the study, that random-walk
recruitment functioned equally well to nomination, and that participation involved relatively
limited commitments of time from citizen reporters, the use and responsiveness to citizen
reporting platforms would need to become significantly more widespread before it would likely
result in meaningful crowding of citizen attention or effort.
Moreover, government responsiveness does not appear to shift citizens’ trust in
government nor change their willingness to participate in future participatory governance efforts.
Other research finds that attitudes about government change slowly and that important factors
influencing citizens’ trust in government include political-cultural variables such as general
satisfaction with democracy (Christensen et al. 2014). Continuous reinforcement of
responsiveness appears critical from the evidence here, which again requires strong capacity.
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Future research might fruitfully parse what mix of communicative and active
responsiveness is most effective at sustaining engagement and boosting trust over time. We
expected that both are necessary and found evidence of their combined effects on citizen
reporting. Communicative responsiveness helps citizens attribute government action to their
reporting, and active responsiveness makes communications from government about
improvements to public services credible.
New technologies, like the ones we employ for this study, hold the potential to make
responsiveness more timely and targeted and thus enhance engagement with citizens. In
organizing the responsiveness treatment that was part of this study, we were able to take
advantage of information systems that sent targeted information to individuals based on their
location. The magnitude of responsiveness increased dramatically at costs within reach for a
municipal government in a less-developed country. With new tools, the potential to increase
citizen engagement is high — provided governments are responsive and have the capacity to
process large amounts of incoming information.
Research has generated mixed evidence about citizen contributions to governance, with
recent reviews highlighting the need to better understand feedback loops that might encourage
public engagement (Fox 2015). Our theoretical expectations are based on the core idea that
citizens must believe it is worth their effort to engage with governments. These are conditions
that we expect to condition participatory governance more generally across many contexts (see
Sjoberg et al. 2017). We show that responsive governments cannot depend on communication
technologies without also committing to act on the information provided by citizens. By doing so,
however, governments can break out of the disengagement dilemma over longer periods of time,
overcoming the reinforcing cycle of low citizen involvement and poor public services.
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A. Pre-Experimental Scoping Survey
During the summers of 2013 and 2014, we completed preliminary research for the project
and established the partnerships necessary to carry out the reported field experiments. To scope
out the relevance of our project to field conditions in Kampala, we embedded questions about
satisfaction with solid waste services into a broader household survey undertaken for a different
project. In total, we received responses from 439 individuals identified through a random walk
pattern in randomly selected neighborhoods across Kampala. Initial survey data indicates that
Kampala citizens are highly concerned about solid waste services in their communities. For
brevity, we provide summary statistics about three questions: (1) personal concern about waste
disposal; (2) dissatisfaction with current collection services; and (3) self-reports of burning waste
at least one time per week. The vast majority of respondents are personally concerned with the
state of solid waste collection and a majority are actively dissatisfied with the current state of
solid waste services in their neighborhoods. Additional survey responses reveal that a minority of
households are able to take advantage of formal waste collection services, and most households
are forced to burn their trash on a weekly basis. Our survey data suggest that 86 percent of
Kampala residents own mobile phones, so recruitment for monitoring can occur from the vast
majority of residents in all zones of the city (Figure A1).
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Figure A1. Resident perceptions of solid waste services and conditions in preliminary
survey. Responses collected from 439 Kampala residents using a random-walk survey through
Kampala before the study period.
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B. Reporter Recruitment Protocols

Below are instructions used by the enumeration team to recruit subjects for the study.
Recruitment drives were carried out from November 5-26, 2015 for Phase 1, and June 9-16, 2016
for Phase 2. The recruitment team comprised approximately 20 Ugandans.

Setting up in the zones (Phase 1 and 2)
When your team first enters a village, inform the village chairperson of the project and secure
their support for any project-related activities, such as an LC1 recruitment or LC1 announcement
treatment. Use the information flyer (see Reporter Recruitment Flier below) and introduction
letter to help gain the support of the LC1. If the LC1 is unavailable, ask him to delegate the
responsibility to another local authority figure, such as the Vice-Chairperson, Secretary of
Defence, or member of the Local Council Committee.
Next, have the chairperson or a resident of the zone describe the boundaries of the zone.
Discuss how to divide up the zone into four cells of roughly similar size, and begin recruitment
activities according to the treatment assigned to that zone. Five individuals will be recruited from
each of the four cells. In this way, 20 reporters will be recruited in each zone. [In Phase 1, our
recruitment team was asked to recruit three individuals from each of the four cells per zone, for a
total of 12 reporters per zone]. Eligible subjects must be an adult (over the age of 18), a resident
of the zone and the primary user of their own cell phone.

Random Street Recruitment (Control treatment for Phases 1 and 2)
For zones that are assigned for random street recruitment, the enumeration team will follow a
random walk pattern (see the generating a random walk pattern section below) to select subjects.
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First, find your way to the center of one of the four cells in a zone, then follow a random walk
pattern for three minutes using a timer on a phone or tablet. Once the timer reaches three minutes,
attempt to recruit the nearest adult. If the adult is ineligible or refuses to participate, restart the
timer and follow a random walk pattern again for three minutes to select the next potential
subject. The same process will be followed until 5 subjects have been selected in each cell. The
work is complete when a total of 20 subjects have been recruited in the zone. [In Phase 1, our
recruitment team was asked to recruit three individuals from each of the four cells per zone, for a
total of 12 reporters per zone]. Use the following steps to sign up the subjects.

1)

Introduce yourself and inform the subject about the citizen monitoring program.

2)

If the subject is interested in participating, read the flyer (see the Reporter Recruitment Flier

below) to the subject in his/her preferred language.
3)

Enumerators should not place any pressure on the respondents to participate, including

informally with body language.
4)

The subject is under no obligation to respond and may terminate the interview at any time

without consequence.
5)

If the subject agrees to participate, survey the subject using the Kobocollect survey.

Neighbor Nomination (Phase 1 treatment)
Contact the first adult in sight. To be eligible, the person must be an adult resident of the zone.
Explain the program, hand them an information slip and answer any questions they raise. Ask
them if they'd be willing to nominate a “reliable and trustworthy” person from the zone to become
a reporter in the system. Follow the steps to sign up a subject in the previous section. If so, ask the
person to make a personal introduction to the nominee either by calling the person or by making a
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face-to-face introduction. Make sure the nominated individual is an adult resident of the zone.
Explain the program to the nominated individual, hand them an information slip and answer any
questions they raise. Ask them if they'd be willing to participate as a reporter and remind them
they have been nominated by a neighbor. If yes, sign them up using the survey on KoboConnect.
Ask the person if they would like to nominate anyone to be a reporter, regardless of whether they
have signed up or not. If no, again randomly walk for 2-3 minutes. Repeat the sign-up process.

LC1 Announcement (Phase 2 treatment)
Recruit subjects using the recruitment method assigned to the zone (see Random Street
Recruitment or LC1 Recruitment). Additionally, inform the subject that in an upcoming zone
meeting, the LC1 will announce them as a citizen monitor selected to represent the zone. After all
20 reporters have been recruited in a zone, provide the LC1 with a list of the names of those
selected to be citizen monitors. Secure the LC1s commitment to announcing the program and
names of citizen monitors at an upcoming zone meeting. Lastly, complete the LC1 Announcement
survey on Kobocollect to gather the LC1s contact information. The implementation team will
contact LC1s by phone one week following the completion of the recruitment activity to remind
the LC1s to make the announcement at a zone-wide meeting.

LC1 Recruitment (Phase 2 treatment)
Subjects in zones assigned to Treatment 3 will be recruited by the LC1. The LC1 will personally
introduce the subject to the recruitment team and recommend them as a citizen monitor. Once the
recruitment team has been introduced to the subject, follow the instructions below to sign up a
subject.
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Reporter Recruitment Flier (Phase 1 and 2)

Invitation to Report on Solid Waste Collection in Your Neighborhood!
We are an independent research group launching a project that will allow residents of Kampala to
use SMS to report on waste management issues in their neighborhoods. Your input is very
valuable and we hope you will participate in making Kampala a cleaner and more livable city. We
are asking you to join the platform.

If you sign up to be a reporter, we will send you 2-3 messages per week over 8 weeks asking you
to report on the solid waste condition and services in your neighborhood. Each week there will be
a lottery to win airtime.

All messages that you send and receive from us will be toll-free and will not reduce your airtime.
If you ever have questions, you can send the message “HELP” to 6585. Someone will contact you
to answer your questions. You can also send the message “STOP” to 6585 at any time to stop
receiving messages.

Your name or contact information will not be shared with anyone. Your responses will be used to
inform the Kampala Capital City Authority about which areas of Kampala require better waste
management services. Please contact [REDACTED] if you have any questions or concerns about
the program.

Generating a random walk pattern
1)

Find an intersection in each of the assigned cells. An intersection is the crossing of any road,
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path, or alley that leads to the entrance of residential dwellings. The starting intersection should
be located by walking several minutes into the assigned cell.
2)

Assign each direction leading from the intersection a number. Roll the dice and move in the

direction selected randomly.
3)

Any time you reach another intersection, assign each direction that moves forward from

your walk path a number and roll the dice, moving in the direction selected randomly. You should
only turn around if you reach a dead end or the edge of the assigned cell.
4)

The only reason that the randomly chosen direction should not be an option is if you have

already been down a path and you know that it leads to a dead end.

C. Prompts Sent to Citizen Reporters

Prompts from Experiment 1:
1. How many times have you observed waste being picked up and removed from your zone
in the last weeks? [REPLY with a number]
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2. How many waste heaps have you observed being burned in your zone during the last 24
hours? [REPLY with a number]
3. Please describe the location of any waste heap that needs attention from the KCCA or its
contractors. [REPLY with a location description]

(In the Experiment 1, each of the three messages above were sent to all subjects once each week
over a period of 8 weeks).

Prompts from Experiment 2:
1. Does a rubbish truck come to your neighborhood? 1) no 2) yes 3) don’t know
2. When did the rubbish truck last collect your rubbish? A) never B) more than two weeks
ago C) last week D) this week
3. What is the most common way for your neighbors to dispose of their rubbish? 1) burn
rubbish 2) throw in a rubbish pile 3) throw in a ditch 4) use a rubbish truck 5) don’t know
4. How happy are you with rubbish collection services? 1) very unhappy 2) unhappy 3)
neither happy nor unhappy 4) happy 5) very happy 6) don’t know
5. How often do you see rubbish spilling from rubbish trucks? 1) never 2) rarely 3) two
times a month 4) once a week 5) many times a week 6) don’t know
6. How much waste is there on the ground in your neighborhood? (1) none (2) some small
piles (3) a few larger piles (4) waste in many places 5) don’t know
7. On the path you walk in and out of your zone, how many waste piles would you see?
[Respond with a number]
8. In a typical week, how many times would you see burning rubbish if you walked in the
zone for fifteen minutes per day?
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9. How often does the rubbish truck collect rubbish on the chosen day of the week? 1) never
2) not often 3) often 4) very often 5) don’t know
10. How happy are you with how often your rubbish is collected? 1) very unhappy 2) unhappy
3) neither happy or unhappy 4) happy 5) very happy 6) don’t know
11. How happy are you with the distance from your home to the rubbish truck? 1) very
unhappy 2) unhappy 3) neither happy or unhappy 4) happy 5) very happy
12. How well do rubbish collectors treat you? 1) very bad 2) bad 3) neither bad nor good 4)
good 5) very good
13. What is the biggest problem with your rubbish collection service? [open response]
14. Are there any other rubbish or sanitation services that you would like? [open response]
15. Please describe how to reach the largest rubbish pile near your home. [open response]
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D. Pre-Registration

Scope and Timing
We pre-registered the experiments reported in this paper in two phases. We pre-registered
Experiment 1 on 3 November 2015 and Experiment 2 on 8 June 2016. In both cases, we preregistered the experiments prior to baseline data collection and the assignment of zone-level
treatments.
The present paper presents results on the hypotheses related to the provision of citizen
reporting and does not report the results on hypotheses that were pre-registered for the quality of
reporting for Experiment 1 (H3 and H4 in pre-registration) and Experiment 2 (H5a-c in preregistration), as that analysis is being developed for a separate paper that leverages data from a
subsequent phase of this project.

Hypotheses
Experiment 1
H1a: More nominated reporters will respond to at least one prompt than randomly
recruited reporters.

H1b: Nominated reporters will respond to more prompts than randomly recruited
reporters, measured as a count both over the entire 8-week experiment and within
individual weeks.
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H1c: Nominated reporters will respond to more open-ended prompts than randomly
recruited reporters, measured as a count both over the entire 8-week experiment and
within individual weeks.

H2: Of reporters who respond to at least one prompt in the first two weeks of the
experiment, fewer nominated reporters will discontinue reporting than randomly
recruited reporters, measured as a lack of reporting for at least two weeks that continues
through the end of the 8-week experiment.

Experiment 2
H1a: More reporters assigned to the LC1 recruitment treatment will respond to at least
one prompt than randomly recruited reporters.

H1b: More reporters assigned to the LC1 announcement treatment will respond to at least
one prompt than reporters in the announcement control condition.

H1c: More reporters assigned to the responsiveness treatment will respond to at least one
prompt than reporters in the responsiveness control condition.

H2a: Reporters assigned to the LC1 recruitment treatment will respond to more prompts
than randomly recruited reporters, measured as a count both over the entire 8-week
experiment and within individual weeks.
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H2b: Reporters assigned to the LC1 announcement treatment will respond to more
prompts than reporters in the announcement control condition, measured as a count both
over the entire 8-week experiment and within individual weeks.

H2c: Reporters assigned to the responsiveness treatment will respond to more prompts
than reporters in the responsiveness control condition, measured as a count both over the
entire 8-week experiment and within individual weeks.

H3a: Reporters assigned to the LC1 recruitment treatment will respond to more openended prompts than randomly recruited reporters, measured as a count both over the entire
8-week experiment, within individual weeks (to measure changes in participation over
time), and for the final two weeks (to measure attrition).

H3b: Reporters assigned to the LC1 announcement treatment will respond to more openended prompts than reporters in the announcement control condition, measured as a count
both over the entire 8-week experiment, within individual weeks (to measure changes in
participation over time), and for the final two weeks (to measure attrition).

H3c: Reporters assigned to the responsiveness treatment will respond to more open-ended
prompts than reporters in the responsiveness control condition, measured as a count both
over the entire 8-week experiment, within individual weeks (to measure changes in
participation over time), and for the final two weeks (to measure attrition).

Estimation and Analysis
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Experiment 1
The following analytical strategy was pre-registered for Experiment 1 on the outcomes
dealing with the provision of reporting (exact wording):
Differences in means for the measures of reporting for H1-H2 will be estimated using
randomization inference under the sharp null hypothesis assumption and an exact
replication of our randomization procedure.

The following analytical strategy was pre-registered for Experiment 2 on the outcomes
dealing with the provision of reporting (exact wording):
Differences in means for the measures of reporting for H1-H3 will be estimated using
randomization inference under the sharp null hypothesis assumption and an exact
replication of our randomization procedure.

Deviations from pre-analysis plans
Our pre-registered analytical procedure involves simple difference-in-means between
treatment and control reporters for each treatment arm, with uncertainty derived from
randomization inference. There is no deviation from the pre-registered analysis for Experiment 1
in the main text, as there is only one treatment arm. For ease of reporting the results from multiple
experimental arms in Experiment 2, instead of reporting difference-in-means for each treatment
arm separately, we report an OLS analysis that regresses each pre-registered outcome on the
treatment status of each of the three experimental arms simultaneously, with no additional
covariates (other than a phase indicator for the pooled results). Since the treatments for the three
arms are assigned independently, these results converge to the pre-registered difference-in-means
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analysis by individual treatment arm. As displayed in Figure D1, there is no substantive
divergence when considering the arms separately as pre-registered.

Figure D1. Results from Phase 2 using difference-in-means for each treatment arm
independently. Panels display bootstrapped standard errors within each experimental condition.
Panels A-C consider reporters recruited during both Phase 1 and Phase 2, as responsiveness was
assigned to both types of reporters. Panels D-I consider only reporters recruited during Phase 2, as
only those reporters are eligible for those treatments.
Additional analyses
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We did not pre-register the post-treatment survey reported in Figure 4, as this was added
to probe mechanisms after the conclusion of the pre-registered experiment. We did not preregister the extended analyses reported in Supporting Information, which were added to establish
robustness and explore the implications of spillover and non-compliance for the main results and
conclusions.

Analyses not reported in main text
For Experiment 1, we do not report the results of H2 in the main text, because the number
of reporters active during the first two weeks of questions was lower than expected (118
reporters) and itself potentially affected by the random assignment. Nonetheless, considering the
hypothesis as written, we find no difference in discontinuation of reporting by treatment condition
inconsistent with random chance among reporters who were active during the first two weeks
(te=-0.074, p=0.40). We cannot conclude that conditional on initial activity, reporting is
descriptively higher among reporters nominated by neighbors.

E. Complier Average Causal Effects for LC1 Announcement treatment in Phase 2

The recruited reporters in the zones assigned to the LC1 Announcement treatment were
fully informed that their names and responsibilities would be announced at an upcoming
community meeting. We delivered the list of recruited reporters to all zone chairs in this
treatment condition and asked them to make such an announcement. We followed-up with a
reminder one week after delivering the list of reporters. At the end of the reporting period, we
made three attempts to call all 50 LC1 chairs who had been asked to make this announcement at a
community meeting based on the zone-wise random assignment. We were able to reach 42 chairs
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and learned that 16 made the community announcement and 26 did not make the community
announcement. Those who did not make the community announcement reported that they were
busy, were away from the zone, or did not remember, among other reasons.
In the main results above, we report intent-to-treat estimates that do not take into account
the actual delivery of the LC1 Announcement treatment. Here we estimate complier average
causal effects via 2-stage least squares, where the treatment assignment used as an instrument for
the delivery of treatment. Because we did not deliver the names of reporters to LC1 chairs in
zones assigned to control, we rule out two-sided non-compliance. We were not able to collect
information about compliance for 8 of the 50 zones assigned to treatment, so we estimate the
bounds of CACE. Table E1 drops the zones with missing compliance information. Table E2
assumes that all zones with missing compliance data are compliers. Table E3 assumes all zones
with missing compliance data are non-compliers. All tables show the second stage estimates. In
no case do we find treatment effects for the LC1 Announcement condition that diverge in
substantive or statistical significance from the intent-to-treat results reported in the main text.

Table E1. CACE for LC1 Announcement Condition with missing compliance data dropped
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Notes: Estimated by two-stage least squares with zone-level clustering, using only reporters
recruited during Phase 2. Reporters from zones with missing compliance data are dropped from
the sample in this analysis. 95% confidence intervals on parameter estimates, computed from
cluster-robust standard errors are displayed. Baseline shows estimated proportion of the responses
for which the cleaning indicator is positive in the control condition.

Table E2. CACE for LC1 Announcement Condition with missing compliance data assumed to be
in compliance
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Notes: Estimated by two-stage least squares with zone-level clustering, using only reporters
recruited during Phase 2. Reporters from zones with missing compliance data are assumed to
have received the LC1 Announcement condition as assigned. 95% confidence intervals on
parameter estimates, computed from cluster-robust standard errors are displayed. Baseline shows
estimated proportion of the responses for which the cleaning indicator is positive in the control
condition.

Table E3. CACE for LC1 Announcement Condition with missing compliance data assumed to be
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out of compliance

Notes: Estimated by two-stage least squares with zone-level clustering, using only reporters
recruited during Phase 2. Reporters from zones with missing compliance data are assumed to not
to have received the LC1 Announcement condition as assigned. 95% confidence intervals on
parameter estimates, computed from cluster-robust standard errors are displayed. Baseline shows
estimated proportion of the responses for which the cleaning indicator is positive in the control
condition.
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F. Examining a social norm treatment effect in the Responsiveness treatment
As part of the Responsiveness treatment, we informed all reporters about the total number
of reports received from their zone during the previous week during four weeks of the 8-week
reporting period by SMS text-message. Although reporters were never informed about the total
number of other reporters in their zone, which makes it difficult for the reporters to interpret the
raw number of reports as a social norm, it is nonetheless possible that this information introduced
a social norm into the treatment. For example, perhaps being informed about a high number of
responses induced free-riding behavior or in the opposite direction pressure to comply with a
descriptive social norm (e.g., Schultz et al. 2007). Recall that the intention of this component of
the treatment was to make salient to reporters that specific reports were being processed and
noticed, one necessary part of beliefs about responsiveness.
Nonetheless, to rule out to possibility of a social norms effect from the messages, we
examine whether reporter behavior is conditional on the number of messages they were told were
received from the zone the previous week. To do so, we form a seven-week panel of all reporters
assigned to the Responsiveness condition that contains data on whether they submitted a report in
a given week, whether they submitted a report the previous week, the total number of reports
from the zone the previous week, and whether they received a message about the total number of
reports from the zone the previous week. Note the the zone-wise number of messages received
was a noisy signal from week to week. We exploit this noisy signal to estimate the effect of
receiving a message about zone-wise reporting conditional on the amount of zone-wise reporting.
Also note that the messages informing reporters of this number were only sent prior to reporting
weeks 2, 3, 4, and 6. We thus specify a model of the following form:

yi,t = αi + β1Nj,t-1 + β2Mj,t + β3(Nj,t-1* Mj,t) + β4yi,t-1 + εi
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(F1)

Where yi,t is a binary indicator of whether a report was submitted by reporter i during week t, αi is
a reporter-level fixed effect implementing by demeaning, Nj,t-1 is the number of reports received
from the zone during the previous week, Mj,t is an indicator of whether a message was sent about
the number of reports received from the zone during the previous week, (Nj,t-1* Mj,t) is an
interaction term that models whether the effect of an such message is conditional on the number
of messages received at the zone level, yi,t-1 is an indicator of whether a report was submitted by
reporter i during the previous week t-1, and εi is the error term. The key parameter of interest is
β3, which indicates whether the effect of receiving a message about the number of zone-wise
reports is conditional on the specific number of reports indicated in the message. Recall that we
expect β2 to be positive if our messages are having the intended effect, but that the effect should
be unconditional on the specific number in the message if there is no social norm effect.
The results rule out concerns about a social norms treatment confounding our results. We
obtain a precisely estimate zero interaction effect for β3 (Table F1). Figure F1 shows marginal
effects of the message about zone-wise reports.

Table F1. Parameter estimates for Model F1
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Parameter Description

Estimate

Std. Error

p

β1

Number of Zone-Wise Reports

0.0039

0.0009

<0.001

β2

Message about Zone-Wise

0.0602

0.0062

<0.001

Reports
β3

Number X Message

-0.0009

0.0009

0.29

β4

Active Previous Week (Reporter)

0.0865

0.0009

<0.001

Notes: Observations: 19,370. Reporters: 1,490 (sample includes only reporters in the
Responsiveness condition).

Figure F1. Marginal effects of receiving a message about the number zone-wise reports in the
previous week, conditional on the number of reports communicated in the message among
reporters treated with Responsiveness.
G. Post-reporting survey to measure reporters’ trust in government
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The post-reporting survey below was conducted five weeks following the end of the Phase
2 treatment period and was designed to explore how the responsiveness treatment might influence
citizens’ trust government and willingness to volunteer on its behalf. One potential challenge of
the survey design is that we assume subjects understand that KCCA is the provider of waste
management services in their neighborhood. However, we included language in both the
recruitment script and introductory text messages reinforcing the idea that KCCA provides waste
management services in Kampala, with language such as “[...] waste collection services provided
by KCCA”, and “Your responses [...] inform the Kampala Capital City Authority about which
areas of Kampala require better waste management services.”

Survey Instrument

1. How often do you think is the KCCA responsive to concerns of Kampala residents
A. Almost never
B. Only some of the time
C. Most of the time
D. Almost always
E. Refused to answer

2. How much of the time do you think you can trust the KCCA to do what is right?
A. Almost never
B. Only some of the time
C. Most of the time
D. Almost always
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E. Refused to answer

3. How satisfied are you with rubbish collection services in your zone?
A. Very dissatisfied
B. Dissatisfied
C. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
D. Satisfied
E. Very satisfied
F. Refused to answer

4. “The KCCA is interested in establishing a reporting platform to engage residents in managing
all kinds of services, include road quality, sanitation, lighting, and waste management. In the
months ahead, the KCCA will need help testing and improving the platform before it launches.
Would you be willing to volunteer your time to help the KCCA test and develop the platform,
which might involve responding to questions, sending messages, and attending focus group
meetings? If so, please text VOLUNTEER to 6585 and we will include your name in a list of
people willing to help the KCCA manage services in Kampala.”
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H. Spillover between Zones for Responsiveness Treatment

We consider the possibility of spillover effects for the Responsiveness treatment. Since
the KCCA formed actual management plans to address solid waste problems based on the reports
that they received, including zone-wide clean-ups, it is possible that responsiveness spills into
nearby zones. The exact boundaries between zones are not always clear and waste collection
truck might plausibly stop in contiguous zones to those targeted for cleanup as part of the
Responsiveness treatment. This could increase beliefs about the responsiveness of the KCCA
among reporters in nearby zones. Alternatively, reporters in nearby zones might observe the
KCCA or its contractors taking action and be more likely to submit their own reports and
requests. If this is correct (we believe it is not likely), then reporters in nearby zones might be
motivated to report more often based on exposure to a nearby zone in the Responsiveness
treatment.
To investigate this possibility, we take the compound exposure to direct and indirect
treatment as the randomly assigned treatment variable. In particular, we consider there to be four
treatment conditions: [Control, No Indirect]; [Control, Indirect]; [Treated, No Indirect]; [Treated,
Indirect]. The treatment assignment corresponds to each zones’ treatment assignment and whether
a contiguous zone is assigned to the Responsiveness treatment. Some zones share borders with
more zones than others, meaning that the probability of exposure to contiguous, indirect treatment
is not equal between units. We thus calculate the probability of exposure to each of the four
compound exposure conditions and estimate an inverse-weighted regression of treatment effects
based on these probabilities. Note that there are a limited number of isolated zones in our sample
with are not eligible to receive indirect treatment. For the purpose of investigating spillover, these
zones and their reporters are dropped from the following analysis.
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For our outcomes of interest — proportion of subject ever-reporting, total number of
reports, and total number of reports in the final two weeks — we never find a spillover effect
among control subjects who are exposed to indirect treatment by a contiguous zone. Estimates of
spillover effects in this group are variable and unstable. If we instead look at the effect of indirect
treatment among treated subjects (comparing [Treated, Indirect] to [Treated, No Indirect]), we
similarly find that the direction and magnitude of estimated spillover effects are unstable. Only in
the case of Phase 1 Reporters’ number of reporters in the final two weeks do we final a significant
positive effect (Table H3, P1 Reporters model), but this is in the context of highly variable and
unstable estimates across models. Nonetheless, direct treatment effects are highly stable across
models (Tables H1-H3). We take this to mean that spillover is not a major concern for the
analysis of our data.

Table H1. Total number of active reporters during Phase 2, considering spillover
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Notes:
Estimated by OLS per Eq. 1. Parameter estimates are changes in whether reporters submit any
usable reports during Phase 2 as a function of direct and indirect treatment exposure.
Treated/Control denote direct treatment with Responsiveness, while Indirect/No Indirect denote
whether a contiguous zone was treated with Responsiveness. Estimation uses inverse probability
weighting for the probability of each treatment exposure by zone. Subjects in zones will zero
probability of indirect exposure to treatment are excluded from this analysis. 95% confidence
intervals on parameter estimates, computed from cluster-robust standard errors are displayed.
Intercept shows estimated value for the group not subject to any treatment exposure and sampled
in Phase 1.

Table H2. Total number of reports submitted by each reporter during Phase 2, considering
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spillover

Notes:
Estimated by OLS per Eq. 1. Parameter estimates are changes in the total usable reports submitted
by reporters during Phase 2 as a function of direct and indirect treatment exposure.
Treated/Control denote direct treatment with Responsiveness, while Indirect/No Indirect denote
whether a contiguous zone was treated with Responsiveness. Estimation uses inverse probability
weighting for the probability of each treatment exposure by zone. Subjects in zones will zero
probability of indirect exposure to treatment are excluded from this analysis. 95% confidence
intervals on parameter estimates, computed from cluster-robust standard errors are displayed.
Intercept shows estimated value for the group not subject to any treatment exposure and sampled
in Phase 1.

Table H3. Total number of reports submitted by each reporter during the last two weeks of Phase
2, considering spillover
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Notes:
Estimated by OLS per Eq. 1. Parameter estimates are changes in the total usable reports submitted
by reporters during the last two weeks of the Phase 2 as a function of direct and indirect treatment
exposure. The last two weeks correspond also to open-ended prompts. Treated/Control denote
direct treatment with Responsiveness, while Indirect/No Indirect denote whether a contiguous
zone was treated with Responsiveness. Estimation uses inverse probability weighting for the
probability of each treatment exposure by zone. Subjects in zones will zero probability of indirect
exposure to treatment are excluded from this analysis. 95% confidence intervals on parameter
estimates, computed from cluster-robust standard errors are displayed. Intercept shows estimated
value for the group not subject to any treatment exposure and sampled in Phase 1.

I. Summary of Experimental Design
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Figure I1. Diagram of experimental design for both Phases 1 and 2
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J. Example of Responsiveness Action Plan
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K. Responsiveness Call Center Script
During the fifth week of the reporting period for Phase 2, subjects assigned to the responsiveness
treatment were contacted by Project representatives, who delivered the script below and answered
any questions that the specific subject had sent through the SMS platform during the first half of
the reporting period:
[All subjects]
Thank you for answering my questions. Once again, we are an independent research group from
the US working in partnership with KCCA.
[For those that have responded at least once to a prompt]
The information you provided over the last 4 weeks has been handed over to KCCA. The Waste
Management Unit at KCCA is currently analyzing it, and they have informed us that they will
take concrete actions based on it. Once they tell us what action they have taken, we will inform
you via SMS from 6585.
[For those that have yet to respond to a prompt]
The information provided by other citizen monitors from your zone over the last 4 weeks has been
handed over to KCCA. The Waste Management Unit at KCCA is currently analyzing it, and they
have informed us that they will take concrete actions based on it. Once they tell us what action
they have taken, we will inform you via SMS from 6585.
[All subjects]
The information is also being processed by an independent research group. This group is working
together with the KCCA Waste Management Unit to ensure that they respond to the information.
Overall, I would like you to know that the information you have been providing has been received
and is being acted upon. We shall inform you of the specific actions which KCCA has taken
basing on your information. Over the next 4 weeks, we shall be sending you SMS from 6585
asking about various aspects of waste management services in your area. We would appreciate if
you responded to our SMS. Thank You.
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L. Outgoing Message Log for all subjects in Phase 2
Date sent

Receiver

7/2 All
7/2 All
7/2 All
7/3 All
7/3 All
7/3 All

7/4 All
7/4 All

7/4 All
7/5 All
7/6 All
7/8 All
Responsiveness
7/11 only
Responsiveness
7/11 only
Responsiveness
7/11 only
Responsiveness
7/11 only
Responsiveness
7/11 only

7/12 All

Message
Thank you for joining the KCCA Waste Monitoring Project. Over the
next eight weeks, we will send you 2-3 questions each week by text
message.
All text messages from the KCCA Waste Monitoring Project will come
from the number 6585.
You will receive text messages asking you to report on waste collection
services provided by KCCA and its contractors in your zone.
You will also receive text messages asking you to report on the
condition of rubbish disposal in your zone.
Your responses to these questions will be used to inform KCCA about
where they should improve waste collection services.
We will never share your name, phone number or any other contact
information with KCCA.
Please send your responses to the number, 6585, or simply reply the
questions you receive. Your responses are free and will not reduce your
airtime.
Each week, if you respond to at least one question you will be included
in a lottery for a chance to win 30,000 airtime.
If you have any questions and you would like to be contacted, please
send the message HELP to 6585. To stop receiving messages, send the
message STOP to 6585
Thank you again for participating in the KCCA Waste Monitoring
Project. Expect to start receiving messages over the next few days.
Does a rubbish truck come to your neighborhood? REPLY: 1) no 2) yes
3) don't know
When did the rubbish truck last collect your rubbish? REPLY A) never
B) more than two weeks ago C) last week D) this week
Dear {Col_2}, my name is Polycarp and I am representing the KCCA
Waste Monitoring Project.
This week you responded to {Col_4} questions reporting on waste
management conditions in your zone.
This week we have received a total of {Col_5} responses from other
citizen monitors in your zone, {Col_1}.
Thank you for participating in the KCCA Waste Monitoring Project.
Your responses help KCCA identify where to improve their waste
management services.
Dear {Col_2}, if you have any questions, please send them in a message
to 6585 and we will respond to you. Thank you. From Polycarp.
This week, Abudul from Tuba zone won 30,000/- Airtime from the
KCCA Waste Monitoring Project. Respond to questions this week to
enter the lottery. Thank you.
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What is the most common way for your neighbors to dispose of rubbish?
1) burn rubbish 2) throw in a rubbish pile 3) throw in a ditch 4) use a
rubbish truck
How happy are you with rubbish collection services? 1) very unhappy 2)
unhappy 3) neither happy nor unhappy 4) happy 5) very happy
Dear {Col_5}, this week you responded to {Col_2} questions reporting
on waste management conditions in your zone
This week we have received a total of {Col_4} responses from other
citizen monitors in your zone, {Col_3}.
Thank you for participating in the KCCA Waste Monitoring Project.
Your responses help KCCA identify where to improve their waste
management services.
Dear {Col_5}, if you have any questions about our service, please send
them in a message to 6585 and we will respond to you. Thank you. From
Polycarp.
How often do you see rubbish spilling from rubbish trucks? 1) never 2)
rarely 3) two times a month 4) once a week 5) many times a week
This week, Fabius from Namuli zone won 30,000/- Airtime from the
KCCA Waste Monitoring Project. Respond to questions this week to
enter the lottery. Thank you.
How much waste is there on the ground in your neighborhood? (A) none
(B) some small piles (C) a few larger piles (D) waste in many places
Dear {Col_1}, this week you responded to {Col_3} questions reporting
on waste management conditions in your zone.
We received a total of {Col_4} responses from other citizen monitors in
your zone, {Col_2}.
Your reports on waste management in your zone have been sent to
KCCA's waste management unit. We will keep you updated on how
KCCA uses this information.
Dear {Col_1}, if you have any questions about our service, please send
them in a message to 6585 and we will respond to you. Thank you. From
Polycarp.
This week, Ivan from K 10 zone won 30,000/- Airtime from the KCCA
Waste Monitoring Project. Respond to questions this week to enter the
lottery. Thank you
On the path through which you walk in and out of your zone, how many
rubbish piles do you see? [Respond with a number]
In a typical week, how many times would you see burning rubbish if you
walked in the zone for fifteen minutes per day?
How often does the rubbish truck collect rubbish on the chosen day of
the week? 1) never 2) not often 3) often 4) very often
This week, Abudala from Kasubi I zone won 30,000/- Airtime from the
KCCA Waste Monitoring Project. Respond to questions this week to
enter the lottery. Thank you
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How happy are you with how often your rubbish is collected? 1) very
unhappy 2) unhappy 3) neither happy or unhappy 4) happy 5) very
happy
Dear {Col_1}, this week you responded to {Col_3} questions reporting
on waste management conditions in your zone.
We received a total of {Col_4} responses from other citizen monitors in
your zone, {Col_2}.
Your reports have been sent to KCCA's waste management unit. KCCA
is using your information for making action plans to improve its waste
management services.
How happy are you with the distance from your home to the rubbish
truck? 1) very unhappy 2) unhappy 3) neither happy or unhappy 4)
unhappy 5) very unhappy
This week, Derrick from Zone 6 won 30,000/- Airtime from the KCCA
Waste Monitoring Project. Respond to questions this week to enter the
lottery. Thank you.
How well do rubbish collectors treat you? A) very bad B) bad C) neither
bad nor good D) good E) very good
Dear {Col_1}, KCCA has started using the information you have been
providing us to bring about changes in its waste management services.
Dear {Col_1}, if you have any questions, please send them in a message
to 6585 and we will respond to you. Thank you. From Polycarp
What is the biggest problem with your rubbish collection service?
[Please Write]
This week, Godfrey from Sebowa zone won 30,000/- Airtime from the
KCCA Waste Monitoring Project. Respond to questions this week to
enter the lottery. Thank you.
Are there any other rubbish or sanitation services that you would like? If
YES, please list them.
Dear {Col_6}, based on your feedback, KCCA has contacted the
companies which collect rubbish, and is working with them to improve
their service delivery.
Dear {Col_6}, if you have any questions, please send them in a message
to 6585 and we will respond to you. Thank you. From Polycarp.
This week, Robinah from Wampamba zone won 30,000/- Airtime from
the KCCA Waste Monitoring Project. Respond to questions this week to
enter the lottery. Thank you.
Please describe how to reach the largest rubbish pile near your home
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